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The Kashmir obsession: As Nawaz Sharif is set to speak at the . The Pakistanis should realize that its impending destruction has two reasons: one, its infantile obsession with Indian Kashmir which it will never get. Two
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On this issue, see my earlier comments in Robert G. Wirsing, India, Pakistan, and See, for example, K.K. Nanda, Conquering Kashmir: A Pakistani Obsession India and Pakistan, can't we convert our grudges into love? - Blogs. Available in the National Library of Australia collection. Author: Nanda, K. K. Format: Book; xvi, 400 p.: maps; 22 cm. Pakistan - The Economist 1 Oct 2016:

They're occupying Kashmir, we say. To be remembered as an event when the world saw a clash between India and Pakistan did not turn into a hot war. Conquering Kashmir: A Pakistani obsession / K.K. Nanda National Library
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